
IN A HIGHLY 
COMPETITIVE MARKET 
YOU NEED TO GIVE YOUR 
BUSINESS THE EDGE 

IMPROVE GMP AND BUSINESS PERFORMANCE  
WITH NSF’S EDGE TOOLKIT



When you want a clear picture of how 
your pharma business is performing across 
multiple sites and departments, NSF’s 
EDGE toolkit can bring every detail of your 
quality systems into sharp focus.

NSF EDGE analysis examines your people and processes 

in detail, identifies areas of improvement in your 

quality procedures and gives guidance for overcoming 

shortcomings that may risk your next regulatory inspection 

or limit your company’s effectiveness.

Whether the answer lies in simplifying complex procedures, 

setting new standards or introducing new expertise or 

processes, NSF EDGE places a team of leading industry 

experts into your business to ensure your quality procedures 

go beyond compliance and upgrade business performance 

for the long term.

In times of change knowing how to change can be difficult. 

Let NSF support your company to be the best it can be. 

Our toolkit allows for Evaluation, Diagnosis,
Guidance and checks for Effectiveness.

Your company too can have the EDGE –  
NSF can help your company improve its PQS  
and business performance. Call us on  
+44 (0) 1751 432 999 or email edge@nsf.org

Our company has been cooperating with 

NSF International and benefitting from its 

consultancy for several years on different 

projects. These included technical as well  

as pharmaceutical quality management 

system issues like upgrading of the 

production facilities, validation studies, 

stability studies, risk assessment training,  

and mock inspections.

There are two main things which distinguish 

NSF pharmaceutical services from those of 

other consultancies. The first is their excellent 

reputation. The second is the enthusiasm 

that our employees, after working with the 

NSF consultants, show on the projects which 

is a good indicator for management as to 

how to evaluate the consulting service. 

More than that, in addition to being 

excellent experts in their own fields 

and GMP, all of the NSF consultants are 

amazingly pleasant persons and have an 

incredible attitude to work. 

Pharmaceutical Quality Director, Georgia

WHAT PEOPLE 
ARE SAYING



WHY DO SUCCESSFUL PHARMA 
COMPANIES HAVE THE EDGE?
Because they are relentless in seeking the reality of every situation and they never stop asking these questions:

  
Qualitative and quantitative 

benchmarking toolkit 
to identify key gaps in 
operations and quality 

systems.

GMP SCORECARD &  
SELF ASSESSMENT  

TOOLS

How does my PQS 
compare to cGMP 

expectations?

  

Tools and coaching 
on how to change the 
quality mindset of your 
team, underpinning any 

necessary change with the 
right approach and culture.

QUALITY MINDSET FOR 
LONG TERM SUCCESS

How can I ensure our 
quality mindset assures 
company performance 

for the long term?

  
Detailed coaching, tools 

and practice on how 
to prepare for, execute 
and follow up a GMP 
regulatory inspection.

GMP REGULATORY 
INSPECTION 

MANAGEMENT

How should I manage a 
regulatory inspection?

  Integrating your training 
into an education program 

that is inspiring, durable 
and fit for purpose.

EDUCATION ROUTE MAPS, 
NOT TRAINING

How do I install education 
rather than training?

  

Tools and coaching on 
how to make systems 
and procedures more 

straightforward to follow, 
less prone to error, faster 
and easier to manage.

SIMPLIFICATION & HUMAN 
ERROR PREVENTION 

PROCESSES

How can I reduce 
complexity and set 
clear, unambiguous 

standards?

  Setting key roles to an 
education program that is 
assessed for effectiveness 

and proficiency.

STAFF CERTIFICATION 
PROGRAMS

How do I set standards for 
education and delivery?



Follow us on                    &

LPH-568-0419

CONTACT US
For more information contact edge@nsf.org or call +44 (0) 1751 432 999.
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http://www.nsf.org/training-education/pharmaceutical-training
https://twitter.com/nsf_pharma_bio?lang=en-gb
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/nsf-pharma-biotech/

